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Separation law quarrel
According to “Separation law” the preparation and arrangements 

of agricultural corps were separated from Industry, mine and trade 
Ministry and transfered to Agriculture Ministry.

Because of this transition Some individuals protested and ac-
cused Agriculture Ministry to inefficiency about fruits and broiler 
markets.  Studies have showed, in spite of without any fruit import, 
the problems were less than expectation. About the fluctutations 

in broiler cost, it is not a new problem and has along duration from many  years ago. The 
experiences in the last year showed that the government was successful to control the infla-
tion, regulation of supply and demand and related subjects, so, it seems that these doubtful 
actions are greedily.

Why specialists say Unspecialized words
It seems that it is not supposed to unspecialized idealogical observations in agriculture 

and animal husbandry change to real prospects. And some of authorities in current govern-
ment, aggravate the matter mistakenly or deliberately.

In a visit to Babol – kenar line poultry that organized by public relation office of Jihad-
e-Keshacarzy ministry, some specialists hinted to unreal objects. For example one of them 
said” just now 3% of chickens are produced by this farm and it is predicted to share about 
15% of global market in this way.

He added: “according to currencies instability, we forecast to provide 100% of domestic 
needs”. This  resource had told: “Iran is the 8th country in producing line poultry in the 
world”. Another person who is in an upper grade has said: “Till 1380, (2001)this complex 
has supplied a bout 85% of domestic needs, but now it is decreased to less than 5%.” We 
think these subjects are not true and the responsible must reobserve their opinions.

Oil cost reduce and it’s affect on Iran agriculture
Reducing oil cost, from more than 100$ to about 75$ per barrel is fixed nearly. 

Many of important centers in global oil markets believe that this shock in not transient 
because of the stormy situation in Middle-East. They forecast that any increase in oil 
cost to 100$ in short term is improbable.

Because of above subjects, Iranian goveners decided to regulate the next year bud-
get on 75$ per barrel. On the other hand, increasing of the currencies rates have some 
affects on Iran economy and reduces Iranian  purchasing ability. From 25 to 30 %.

In agriculture, we are facing to two economical phenomenons: first, to buy the 
inputs more expensive and the second is to change the currencies in Rials to imrove 
the agriculture sector.

Thus, oil cost reduce will affects the agriculture sector more than economy sec-
tions and will stop the evolution in agriculture sector.
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